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Military operations

A comprehensive range of military shelters that have been specially developed for rapid deployment globally to achieve maximum performance in the harshest of climates and environments. 

CONTACT US







Designed and manufactured
in Germany



Factory new buildings
with comprehensive warranty



Extensive range
of accessories



Optimal solutions to suit every budget







Our military shelters
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Accommodation
Accommodation tents for global military operations.
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Catering and Sanitary
Multipurpose structures for catering and sanitation for global military operations.
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Logistics and Maintenance
Maintenance and storage of military vehicles and equipment as well as aircraft hangars.
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Carbon-Hybrid Technology
The latest technology and innovations as well as state-of-the-art materials, exclusively developed for military operations.






Find out more about our customer serviceWant to get in touch with us? Simply use our contact form – this is the fastest way to contact one of our team of experts.

CONTACT US
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Why HTS TENTIQ

Whether it’s for large aircraft hangars or complete field camps, HTS TENTIQ can provide military shelters for almost all situations and requirements, the harshest of climates or environments.






Choice
Our wide range of rapid deployment tent systems provide protection for almost all humanitarian operations globally. From accommodation and team tents that can be set up quickly, rapid deployment and inflatable tents to large fire stations and state-of-the-art innovations with our lightweight carbon tents.


Innovation
Continuous improvements in the development and testing of our shelters and HTS systems ensure that they are suitable for the most adverse environments, terrains or situations and consistently provide maximum functionality and durability.


Cost
We have a comprehensive range of products to suit your budget. For complete refugee camps and project solutions we endeavour to provide you with a fixed total price.


Customer Service
We have a dedicated department of experts for all humanitarian requirements who oversee support, sales and worldwide deployment. For our HTS projects, we provide our highly skilled installation teams to handle on-site project management for you, if required.



Availability
Our own highly skilled technical department and project management teams are available for advice and rapid global deployment to manage and support your project.


Accessories
We offer a comprehensive range of accessories to ensure maximum comfort and performance in harsh environments and climates. Please do not hesitate to contact us.
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Military Shelters
Rapid Deployment Aircraft Hangar
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Military Shelters
Field Camp for 500 personnel
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Military Shelters
Rapid Deployment Tent Passes Rigorous Customer Assessment
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Military Shelters
Multipurpose Military Field Tent
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Military Shelters
Carbon-Hybrid Quick Maintenance Tent for Vehicles
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Military Shelters
Aircraft Maintenance Hangar
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